Perfect writing on cakes, each and every time!
By: Jennifer Dontz – Sugar Delites

1. The first step is going on the internet and finding a site that will allow you
to type a selection of fonts into their “sample” bar. I like this site:
http://www.myfonts.com/ I first press “hot new fonts” and you will then
see a list of what is available. I put my words into the sample text box and
then you can see how each font will look with your words typed in. I then left
click and drag left to high-light my words. Then save them to your computer.
Next step is to import those words into my Word program and print out on a
sheet of computer paper. I try to keep my message to 5” x 5” or less or make
two lines if necessary. I keep it to this size because it will easily pop into my

projector all at once. I really love the fact that you can match the font type to
the type cake you are doing. If you are doing a scary cake, do a scary font.
This cake was for a little older boy, so I wanted it to be fun looking. I also do all
my monograms using this method.

2. This is where the magic begins ☺ KopyKake sells 3 different projectors,
this is the less expensive one. No need to get the other one. Trust me.
This has a bottom base that sits on your counter, no need to clamp it to
anything. I’ve had mine around 40 years and LOVE, LOVE it!!! It’s not that I

can’t write on a cake, I want it perfect each and every time! You also can
space your writing perfectly. Have you ever started writing and then
started running out of space? This won’t happen using this method. My
model # is KR100. Here’s a link: http://www.kopykake.com/cakedecorating/projectors.html

3. Next, open the door of the projector, trim excess paper off your words and
place inside the door using the clips. I sometimes tape it, as you can see
from all the sticky tape residue on the door. Keep in mind, this is an old
bird ☺ Not me, the projector ☺ It’s a very good idea to get a spare bulb
with your projector as well. I would say I go through one probably every
year and a half or so. But it all depends how often it’s used. When it starts

to get black in color, like the one pictured, it’s starting to get to the end of
it’s life.

4. For this next step, I usually will turn my lights off since I can see the
projection better in the dark. You can adjust the size of the writing by
taking the lens tube out and turning it over. One side of the lens makes the
fonts larger, the other side smaller. Nice huh?? You also can move the
projector to place the writing anywhere you want on the surface of the
cake. You may have to adjust the paper within to do this depending on
where you want the writing. I do all my monograms on wedding cakes
using this method. I even project right on the side of a wedding cake. I
place the projector on a box, turn the head of it completely sideways and
project away. LOVE, did I say LOVE this thing!!!

5. I use a common pearl head pin to do my tracing. This needs to be done
before the icing crusts. I’m right handed and I start tracing the letters from
top to bottom, left to right. You just need to find an angle that suits you
and won’t cast a shadow over what you are trying to trace.

6. Trace over all the letters. I clear the pin of any sticking icing often with a
paper towel or clean finger ☺

7. Now pipe over your trace marks. Looking good!

8. Perfect writing, perfectly spaced. Love….

9. Finished cake! I used our building block mold to whip up these cute little
blocks around the bottom. The projector is an investment, but worth every
penny. And no, I don’t get commission from KopyKake ☺ Although I could
be a good spokeswoman. Hope you enjoyed the tutorial.

